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FOREWORD
greetings!
In this edition, we get to know the pet communities in Jakarta and its surrounding
areas, such as the Beagle dog Lovers and serpong dog Lovers; their activities;
and the ways they educate their communities about dogs. on our cover is
senk Lotta, who gets a lot of comfort from her two furry babies. Furthermore,
get to know five cute pets who are on Instagram in “The Charmed Life”.

With the Groovy team

“Dogs are
not our whole life,
but they make
our lives whole.”
- Roger Caras
(photographer
and writer) -

“Time spent
with a cat is
never wasted.”

We also have plenty of articles with valuable tips and advice regarding your
pets’ behavior as well as how to provide them with a healthy life. For those of
you who are looking for a reliable pet transport company, groovy Pet transport
has successfully helped many families move to different countries. Check out
Destination USA and find out how the Rounding family moved to the USA.
Lastly, we are happy to introduce our veterinarians from groovy Vetcare Clinic
in this edition.
Business activities over the past couple of months have been good. our Paw
Hotel had a peak season due to the Ied and school holidays in June. We apologize
to customers that we were unable to accommodate due to lack of space.
to prevent this from happening, we suggest that you book your reservations
in advance for the coming Christmas and Year-end Holidays 2017, as well as
the Ied Holiday in 2018.
In July, our Paw Resort had a Dog Summer Holiday on 23 July 2017, and around
50 dogs gathered together and had fun. We added a green playground adjacent
to the swimming pool so dogs can also run, jump around and play fetch nearby.
In the coming months, we will set up monthly events for PaWrents and their dogs
as well as dog communities, such as seminars, clinical workshops, talk shows or
others which can further educate PaWrents.
For cat lovers, please visit our Kopi Cat café by groovy in Bintaro and meet our
healthy and playful cats. We are open daily except on mondays.

- Colette -

our groovy Vetcare and Pet stores continue to provide services and products,
please keep in touch with us through Facebook or Instagram: @groovypetjakarta,
@groovyvetcareclinic, @groovypettransport, @groovypetshop_kemang, @
groovypetshop_rd, @groovy_bintaro and @kopicat.groovy.
We hope you enjoy this edition.

Juda Adisusanto
Groovy CEO
We’d love to hear from
you. Share your comments,
feedback, and questions:
magazine@groovy.co.id
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FOR THE LOVE OF PETS
PORTABLE
PET DRINKING
BOTTLE
Rp 85,000

NATURAL PET
BOTANICS
SPRAY
SHAMPOO
Rp 145,000

EARTHBATH TOOTH
& GUM WIPES
Rp 145,000
EARTHBATH EYE
WIPES
Rp 145,000
EARTHBATH EAR
WIPES
Rp 145,000
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PET ORGANICS
NO STAY!
FURNITURE
SPRAY FOR
DOGS
Rp 310,000

NATURVET
TEAR STAIN
SUPPLEMENT,
SOFT CHEW
Rp 330,000
NATURVET
TEAR STAIN
SUPPLEMENT,
POWDER
Rp 460,000

PHOTO: MARIO ARDI

ENSuRE youR DoG'S
quALITY of LIfe WITh
These proDuCTs

PETS OWN
PUPPY MILK
Rp 90,000

FOR THE LOVE OF PETS
SHORT
LEASH
Rp 148,000

PET COOL
MAT (L)
Rp 225,000

DOG HAT
Rp 80,000

DOG
T-SHIRT
Rp 160,000

COLLAR
Rp 98,000

Doggy
Fashion

GIVe Your DoG GreAT
sTYLe WITh These fInDs
froM GrooVY

PORTABLE
PET FEEDING
BOTTLE
Rp 75,000

PHOTO: MARIO ARDI

BACKPACK
Rp 310,000

HEALTHY LIVING
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BAThInG AnD GrooMInG Are ofTen noT
pLeAsAnT ThInGs To Do for BoTh peTs
AnD pAWrenTs. TheY Are sTressfuL,
ofTen TIMe-ConsuMInG ACTIVITIes,
BuT essenTIAL for peT heALTh.
By Yosefin Lingga, DVM

R

egular grooming is important for
dogs. Cats generally do not need
baths unless they get themselves dirty. Long-haired cats sometimes have difficulty on catching up
on their self-grooming, especially on
their whole body, which sometimes results in matted hair, and if left for a long
time, may cause skin infections. obese
cats also often have difficulty reaching
some parts of their body so they tend
to get dirtier than leaner cats.
Here are some tips to help PaWrents
during pet bathing time:

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

PrePare Beforehand
 For cat bathing, you probably need
two people; one to handle and the
other to bathe the cat. If possible, do
nail clipping before the bath for safety
precaution. For dogs, depending on
the size, a leash might be needed.
 With long-haired dogs and cats you
might need to brush their hair before
bath time to remove any matted hair.
If you brush their hair daily, it is even
better since the probability of matted
hair before the bath is lower.

 If you are bathing your pet in a tub
or sink with a slippery surface, a nonslip mat is good to help your pet stand
up. slipping around might add to the
risk of injury and stress to the pet.
 Having treats near you during bath
time is also good to provide positive
reinforcement, although not all pets
will respond to the treats.
 Block any possible escape route.
Imagine if your pet, wet with shampoo,
makes his escape and runs around the
house. surely chaos will ensue.

Bath time
 First thing to do before wetting your
pet is to plug his ears with cotton balls.
You must not let water get into his ears.
 Be sure to use lukewarm water to
douse your pet from the back of the
head all the way to his tail and legs.
 mix the shampoo you are using with
water, diluting it into a 1 to 5 mixture.
This helps distribute the shampoo
more evenly through the coat and skin.
 massage the shampoo onto the
coat moving from the neck area
towards the tail and then down to his
legs. don’t forget to wash the armpits
www.groovy.co.id • August 2017
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or hair dryer. make sure the blow is not
too hot for his skin. Test the blow on
your hand before directing it onto your
pet’s body. When he is dry, don’t forget
to remove the cotton balls in his ears
that you inserted before bathing him.

not bathe your pet too often unless
he has a skin condition and you were
advised by your vet to do so. Bathing
too often will strip the natural oils of
the skin and coat resulting in dry skin
and brittle, dull hair. This might pose a
risk of skin infection later on.

ear Cleaning

and between the digits.
 The face area can be washed with
only water. do not douse the water
right into your pet’s face since it might
scare him. use your hand or wet cloth
to wipe around the face. If the face is
really dirty, a very diluted shampoo
solution can be used. Be careful not to
let any shampoo get into his eyes.
 For some breeds like cocker spaniels
with big and droopy ears with long hair,
the ear flap needs to be washed too.
Just don’t let the water get into the ear
canal.
 next rinse the shampoo thoroughly
from the skin and coat. make sure no
residue is left that can cause irritation
later on.

drying
When your pet is nice and clean, get a
dry towel and dry him in a warm place. If
he doesn't mind, you can use a blower

10
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Bath frequenCy
The frequency of bathing your pet
depends on his breed and lifestyle. do

Bath time is also a good time for you to
check if there are any abnormalities on
your pet’s body. Check if there are any
skin lesions, rashes, or bumps on the
skin. Check if his eyes have discharge
or redness. also check his mouth to
see the teeth and gum condition.
In the end you can try to make bath
time fun or at least tolerable for your
pets. Bring their favorite toys and
treats, also talk to them to help calm
them down. stop if the bathing is much
too stressful (especially for cats).

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

"having treats near
you during bath time
is also good to provide
positive reinforcement,
although not all pets
will respond to
the treats."

This can be done before or after
bathing. use cotton or gauze to clean
your pet’s ear canal. Cotton buds can
be used to clean only the crevices that
you can see. do not use cotton buds
to reach deep into the canal since
you might poke the ear drum or push
the earwax further into the canal. If it
is needed, you can purchase a special
ear cleaning solution to clean the ears.

HEALTHY LIVING

s

o, let’s say that your lovely furry
ones suddenly lose their appetite
and just sit there only watching
their food without any effort to sniff
or try to eat a single piece. and this
has already happened more than
twice in a week. This situation needs
proper attention and you should start
to wonder if there is something wrong
with the food or other possibilities.
Here are some information:

1

PICKY
EATERS

for

Is Your peT A pICKY eATer?
or Is soMeThInG BoTherInG hIM?
By Muhamad Jami Ramadhan, DVM
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They prefer treats
This is a common problem that
drives PAWrents crazy. They tend
to give more treats to their pets without
thinking of the problem it may cause
in the future. Treats are tasty for sure,
but they do not comprise a balanced

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

HEALTHY DIETS

Your pet is already stuffed
or there might be other food
sources for him
Before you feed your pet, you may
want to ask the other people in your
home to make sure if they already
fed him or not. Is there any chance
he is eating something other than
his food? Is a family member slipping
him scraps from the table? Is your
dog munching on feces in the yard?
Is he getting into the rubbish bin? Is a
neighbor giving him snacks when he is
outside? Perhaps another food source
is preventing him from being hungry
at mealtime. usually if animals are
stuffed, they will not pay any attention
to their food.

diet. If you want to give treats, you can
do so once or twice a day only, or you
can change their treats to their regular
food (just a little amount of the kibbles)
so it is safe for your pet.

3

You always change their
food as you please
Yes. Influences are everywhere.
some brands are good, pricey also, so
you will try to keep changing their food
until one day you will find the right one.
Constantly changing food may cause
your pet to hold out for something
tastier, creating a picky eater. Change
can also cause vomiting, diarrhea, as
well as allergic reactions. actually you
do not have to keep changing like that,
you should feed them a nutritionally
balanced diet. Just strictly choose one
brand and also one flavor of food that is
already acceptable and good, without
giving them any side effects. They do
not need or particularly like variety in
their meals like humans.

4

You think human food is
also good for them
some PaWrents may think
human food is okay to be given to

"Is there any chance he is eating something
other than his food? Is a family member
slipping him scraps from the table? Is your dog
munching on feces in the yard?
Is he getting into the rubbish bin?"

their furbabies. most human food
contain more carbohydrates, have less
protein, are usually oily, and include
food coloring as well as preservatives.
even though human food might be
tastier for pets and may increase their
appetite, these food items contain
ingredients that may harm your pets
in the future. Feeding human food can
also lead to obesity, kidney failure and
liver damage.

5

They are just stressed at the
moment
Try to observe from the very first
time your pets exhibit unusual behavior like refusing or just staring at their
food in your home. It could happen if
there are some changes that recently
occurred like a move, new people coming around, someone familiar leaving, a
change in family schedule, or also if you
just adopted a new buddy for them.

6

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

Their food does not make
them feel their best
sometimes pets can be
reluctant eaters because the food
upsets their tummies. You may need
to try switching to a grain-free formula
or a different type of protein to induce
your pet to eat vigorously.

In general, one of the things mentioned above could be the main reason
behind your pet being a picky eater.
But if your pet still does not eat after
two days that you have strictly done
some things that are supposed to increase his appetite, you have to bring
him to the vet to get to the bottom of
his eating problem.

www.groovy.co.id • August 2017
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No More Pee!
By maria Zarah gregorio Viado

Y

ou come home from work
and look forward to relaxing
on your bed. You lie down and
suddenly realize there’s something
seeping through your shirt. It’s wet and
pungent, then you realize that you’re
lying down on a pee-soaked bed. The
scenario is a PAWrent’s nightmare. You
can give your furbaby the stink eye but
really what does that do? Instead of
harboring a grudge against your pet, it
would be more constructive to try and
find out why exactly your cat is peeing
on your bed.
ruLE ouT HEaLTH rEaSonS
If your cat is relieving itself in places

14
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other than its litter box, s/he might
have a medical condition. an urge
to urinate is one of the symptoms of
bladder stones or a bladder infection. If
it happens one time you can consider
it an accident, but if it happens more
than once, it would be best to schedule a visit to the vet to get your furbaby
tested.
STrESS rESuLTS To
unfavoraBLE BEHavior
apart from health reasons, your feline
friend (or friends) might be peeing
on your bed due to stress. Any major
changes in the household – such as a
new dog or a new baby – could affect

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

Does Your feLIne
BABy PEE
on Your BeD?
BeLoW Are soMe
of The possIBLe
REASoNS.

be more accessible. also, consider
placing the litter box in a more private
area, where your cat can have a bit of
privacy. Maybe a quiet corner in the
hallway or in an empty room where
your feline baby does not need to fight
for space and/or access.
your cuddly one in a drastic way. Cats
are creatures of habit, and they flourish
in environments that are predictable
and controlled.
Cats are also highly sensitive and if
you scold or punish your pet near the
litter box, this may create a negative
association with the box and make the
cat relieve itself elsewhere, such as
your bed. Spending quality time with
your furbaby and ensuring that you
give him/her enough attention can
alleviate this.
LiTTEr Box iS ouT of THE way
Perhaps the place where you put the
litter box is inconvenient for your
little one. If s/he spends more time
on the first floor and the litter box is
on the second floor, maybe it’s time
to relocate the litter box where it will

THE morE LiTTEr BoxES,
THE BETTEr
If you have more than one cat, then
surely one litter box won’t suffice. As
a rule of thumb, one litter box should
be solely for one cat and the more cats
you have, the more litter boxes you
should provide. It’s easy math.

"Cats are also
highly sensitive and if you
scold or punish your pet
near the litter box, this
may create a negative
association with the box
and make the cat
relieve itself elsewhere,
such as your bed."

Each cat is unique, and some furbabies
like to have separate boxes for number
one and number two. maybe your
furbaby is finicky or just particular
in doing his/her business. get to
the bottom of the matter by being
a vigilant PaWrent and observe your
pet's behavior so you can identify how
best to help him/her.
inComPaTiBLE LiTTEr Box
as mentioned above, each cat is
unique, just like each person has his/

her own characteristics. and although
you have provided a litter box for your
cuddly baby, it is possible that s/he
is not keen on the specific litter box
model you have bought. Perhaps the
litter box is too small or too narrow, and
if your pet is getting on in years, there
is a possibility that s/he may develop
arthritis so a litter box with high sides
would be hard to use.
FurbAby DiSlikES CAt littEr
It may not just be the litter box your
feline friend doesn’t like, it could also
be the cat litter. There are a number
of options in the market and a good
test to identify what your cat likes is to
put one type in one litter box, and put
another type in another. see which one
your cat will use or take a liking to and
whatever s/he picks, that should be
the cat litter you use.

www.groovy.co.id • August 2017
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The

Life

All fuRBABiES ARE lucKy, BuT
SoME ARE lucKiER ThAN MoST.
fiND ouT hoW ThESE PoPulAR
PETS oN SociAl MEDiA liVE
WoNDERfully foRTuNATE liVES.
By maria Zarah gregorio Viado
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PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

Charmed

P

aWrents would give anything to
their beloved furbabies. some
would say that means showering
them with love and attention, as well
as providing them with the comfiest
bed, plenty of toys, quality dog food
and treats, and ensuring that they are
in the pink of health by bringing them
regularly to the vet. While others still
go one step beyond and give their
four-legged companions some of the
best things any dog (or person, for that
matter) can have or want in life.

Maximillian
Reginald Fudgepudge
Breed: Corgi
Instagram ID: maxthefudgepudge
PAWrent: Grace Gunawan (Photographer,
Entrepreneur)

When was Max born?

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK, GRACE GUNAWAN
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

max was born 30 dec 2014. He joined our family 27 Feb 2015.
He was actually named Kairo by the breeder because of the spot on his head
and because he has really fabulous and perfect "eyeliner", but we changed his
name to maximillian Reginald Fudgepudge.

What are the different ways you show him you love him? (Do you
buy things for him or do special things like take him out or cook
for him?)
He is very spoiled indeed. We serve him
cooked meals twice daily: mostly rice,
beef/chicken and vegetables. But he
is on a diet now, so no rice for him. He
has his own stroller, so that we can go
inside the airconditioned mall when

we go for walks (in Central Park mall,
where it is allowed). He also has tons
of toys like stuffed animals and tennis
balls; he has his own bed, blankie and
pillow (although he still prefers to
sleep on my bed); and my mom loves

to take him on car rides around the
neighborhood. But to be honest, he
just wants (demands) tons of belly rubs
and head scratches – so we give him
plenty of that as well.

www.groovy.co.id • August 2017
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What are the special
treats you like to give
your furbaby?
max loves blueberries, pears and
papaya. He also loves kale and broccoli,
so we make sure he gets tons of
veggies as treats. He also loves this
roasted all-natural spare rib that we get
from Groovy (I think the brand is called
Basic instinct).

Please describe the unique traits
of Max.
He likes to talk back at you; and when he doesn't get what he
wants (for example more playtime with you, or more treats) he
would get grumpy and sometimes have a tantrum. If we want to
go out and leave him at home alone, we have to talk and reason
with him slowly and make him understand that we can't bring him.
If we forget to do that, he would wreak havoc in the house. He is
very silly and funny, very stubborn, and incredibly understanding
and smart.

18
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Jackie-O
and Thatcher
Breed: Chihuahua
Instagram ID:
thatcher_n_jackie_o
Owners: Franky Wongkar
and Jeffrey Jeff (Designers
and Entrepreneurs)

When were Jackie-O and Thatcher born?
(or when did they join your family?)
Based on their vaccination books, Thatcher was born on 1st January 2012, while
Jackie-o was born on 20th february 2012. they joined us around march and
may of that year respectively.

PHOTO: GRACE GUNAWAN, FRANKY WONGKAR AND JEFFREY JEFF

What are the different ways you show them
you love them? (Do you buy things for them
or do special things like take them out or
cook for them?)
Whenever we go out or go out of the
country, we try to look for pet shops
that sell canine clothing or treats!
thatcher loves her treats and we
particularly try to source treats that
are from Japan or prepared in a rather
gourmet culinary style. Jackie-o, on the

other hand, really loves soft squeaky
toys and she has many to play with!
other than that, my partner likes to
make clothes for them, so when they
go out, the first thing people actually
notice is their clothes, because they
are unique and suit their personalities.

What are the special treats you like to give
your furbabies?
there’s a certain soft biscuit that we
buy for them and it’s actually from a
Japanese producer… as much as I try
to limit their treat intakes to keep their

weights at bay, Jeff likes to give them
1 piece each day, half in the morning,
and half just before they sleep. It’s like
their bedtime cookies!

www.groovy.co.id • August 2017
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Please describe the unique traits of
Jackie-O and Thatcher.
although they’re both Chihuahuas, their personalities are complete
opposites! thatcher is a very people’s dog, and she just gets along
with everyone that comes towards her, no question about that.
Jackie-o, on the other hand, is a bit of the wary and feisty one,
until now I still have no idea who she would get along with, but if
somehow you get into her good book, she’ll bond ever so closely
with you like you’re her absolute best friend!

Nike and Ana
Breed: Mini Schnauzer and
Mixed Rescue
Instagram ID: whatgellilikes (they
share this ID with their mom)
Owner: Angelika Soegiarto Lee
(Doting Mother and Housewife)

When were Nike and Ana born? (or when did they join
your family?)
nike was born 26 June 2008 (my birthday is on 28 June, so we often celebrate
our birthdays together) and we bought
nike from a breeder in august 2008.
ana was rescued by Rumah singgah
tPP around october 2014. she was
found around Perumahan semanan.
she was very malnourished and had
horrible skin condition, ear mites and
blood parasites. I adopted her around
december 2014. We decided her birthday would be 9 January 2014 (same

as my fave “Walking dead” actor norman Reedus. ana is a tri-pawed dog,
but even with only three legs, she is full
of life, a true survivor, just like norman
Reedus' character on “Walking dead”).
We also named her ana, after anakin
skywalker (who also lost his arm) from
“star Wars”.
Both nike and ana came into my life
just like love at first sight. Nike was
chosen out of a litter of three pups, but

something about him just clicked with
me. and I just fell in love. same with
ana, I followed the Rumah singgah
tPP Facebook page and daily I would
see photos of dogs looking for homes.
and when I saw ana's photo, I instantly
fell in love with her. she was just like a
ray of sunshine, so joyful and so cute. I
didn't even care that she only has three
legs, or she’s not a pure breed, to me
she is perfect.

What are the different ways you show them
you love them? (Do you buy things for them
or do special things like take them out or
cook for them?
I guess the way I love my furbabies is by
giving them what I think is a good life
for them. From giving them the best
food (I order specially catered freshly
made food for them), taking them on
walks, taking them to dog events so
they can socialize with other dogs. I
also spend quality time with them by
taking them out on one on one coffee
dates (I go to sophie authentique Café
as they are very dog-friendly). I talk to

them daily, telling them I am thankful
for having such good pups in my
life, telling them how handsome and
pretty they are and telling them how
much I love them. Basically I treat my
furbabies the same way I treat my kids
(although both of my dogs sleep in the
room with me whereas my two kids
sleep in a different room) giving them a
healthy, well-rounded life, giving them
time and attention and lots of love.

What are the special treats you like to give
your furbabies?

PHOTO: FRANKY WONGKAR AND JEFFREY JEFF, ANGELIKA SOEGIARTO LEE

I don't give them much treats as we
have to watch ana's weight as she can't
get too heavy with her three-legged
condition. and nike, being a mini
schnauzer, has a tendency towards
obesity. When I do buy the occasional
treats, I like to buy from trick or treat
Bakery, as they are homemade, no

preservatives and they use organic
ingredients for their treats. However,
I spoil them once a year on their
birthdays. I give them Prime Rib eye
Wagyu steak on their birthdays. my
butcher always laughs and shakes his
head whenever I get the steaks for my
dogs.

Please describe the unique traits of Nike and Ana.
I always say that nike is my soul mate,
he is the one soul from the whole
world that was meant to be in my life.
I feel that my heart grows and fills with
love whenever I see him. I am forever
thankful to have him in my life. I often
carry him in front of the mirror so he
can see what a handsome boy he is.
Nike is my first dog, I was so scared to
finally make the decision to get him,
as I know getting a dog is a longtime
commitment, but I'm glad I took the
leap and made the commitment, I
wouldn't have it any other way. nike
has been with me for almost nine

years now, we have an understanding.
We can understand each other even
without talking. I had him before I
was married and before my kids came
along. But with every new addition in
my life, he welcomed them with love.
He is a patient "older brother" to both
my kids. He somehow gives off a very
wise, gentle and comforting aura.
ana is the new member of the family
and we love her just the same. unlike
Nike, Ana is a firecracker, she is like a
clown, very playful and funny. she likes
to tease and be playful but will throw a

tantrum when we tease her back. she
reminds me of my kid going through
the terrible twos, being very naughty
and pushing her boundaries to know
where she can push it to. she likes to
roll on her back demanding belly rubs,
her face full of funny expressions.
she has come a long way from being
scared and timid when she first came
to our house, now she is just so full of
zest and life. Basically, nike and ana are
complete opposites. nike is the yin and
ana the yang. Both make a balanced
and perfect whole.

FEATURE
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GROOVY

ONLINE
Check out what Groovy has to offer
through various online Apps and sites

I

n this modern era, we retailers
and service providers must take
advantage of online services and
availability. groovy Pet shop has been
online for more than five years now,
but today we are developing a better
system and also working together
with other service providers such as
delivery services, banking systems,
online portals etc.
almost all of us are now aware of the
convenience of online shopping,
because apps have been made easier
to use, with highly secure payment
methods and fast delivery guarantees.
We are happy to inform you that
customers can now reach groovy
online, using several options:
By searching from the website:
groovy.co.id/shop/
By Phone Call to the shop, it can
be through Whatsapp or sms too
By Go mart apps, with maximum
shopping of up to 2 million Rupiah.
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By Happy fresh apps, depending
on the distance of the delivery
address and our groovy store,
goods can be delivered within one
hour.
By online Portal, we are available at
Lazada, Bukalapak and tokopedia
However, not all items in our stores
are available for online shopping, but
we will eventually display more items
online. this is a great opportunity and
creates a wonderful network, because
the online system has no limits, and
everybody can be a reseller.
But surely, some people will still have
the need to go to the shop, to choose
and look at the products, size them
up and look them over carefully. While
some may find comfort in talking to the
staff, others may need some advice, or
may derive enjoyment from talking
to other people who have similar
interests or hobbies, and sometimes
maybe even problems too. It may be

easier to see new products when you
can see them around you, or some
people may just enjoy actual shopping
better, especially if it’s for products and
goodies for their beloved four-legged
babies. the choice is up to you.
not only are we placing our products
online as an additional convenience for
our customers, we are also developing
an online grooming system. this will
mean that we will send our groomer
to the customer’s residence instead of
the customer taking his furry babies to
the grooming salon. this is an option
that is up to the customer’s discretion
as sending pets to the grooming salon
still carries some pros and cons with it.
overall, we leave the choice up to you,
our customers. You have the freedom
to choose which option is more
convenient for you. Rest assured that
we at groovy, will always be available to
serve you and your pets, the best way
we can.
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DoGS!

iN iNDoNESiA, DoG coMMuNiTiES PlAy A ViTAl RolE
iN SPREADiNG loVE foR DoGS AND TEAchiNG PAWRENTS
hoW To BEST cARE foR ThEiR fuRRy BABiES
24
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By adriana Pravinata

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

We Love

BeAGLe DoG LoveRS
PLeASe teLL uS the oBjective
oF youR community.

PHOTO: BEAGLE DOG LOVERS / HARYONO

as a fun, educational platform for dog lovers to gather and
share information and experiences. also to achieve the
goal of healthy and happy owner-dog relationships, and
responsibility towards the surrounding environment

WhAt ARe the DiFFeRent ActivitieS you oRGAnize
FoR youR memBeRS? PLeASe eLABoRAte.
We have fun activities to keep our dogs (and minds) healthy by conducting regular
sunday walks, active FB, Ig & Wa postings and discussion forums on education and
responsibility. We are proud that we have the active support of our members in
educating others, by welcoming new members or non-members to the community
in every fun activity such as walking, potluck gatherings, swimming and dog events.
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WhAt ARe the WAyS you tRy to SPReAD
youR Love FoR DoGS/AnimALS in inDoneSiA?
there are many ways to spread love
for dogs/animals in Indonesia but a
simple way is to begin with ourselves.
We have to be examples for our society
and how we introduce our dog/other
animals to others matters. another
way is education through the sharing
of stories (personal & non-personal),
events, and giving information (facts)

about the animal itself. You can't
hate a dog/animal if you have never
experienced the love it gives. and how
to receive the love from dog/animal, is
by doing a proper introduction. We also
campaign and promote the ‘adopt,
don't buy’ mindset, and believe that
spaying is the responsibility of the dog
owner.

hoW Do you ShoW SuPPoRt FoR otheR Pet oRGAnizAtionS AnD/oR cAuSeS?
We show our support by donating regularly to selected shelters, adopt within our capability and assist to find foster or
adoptive homes for abandoned dogs.

WhAt ARe youR FutuRe PLAnS oR GoALS FoR
the community?
our main goal as a community is to
spread awareness about dog development and behavior, especially for
puppy to senior dogs and to be aware
of their health by being observant to
early symptoms. our future plans include not just to understand our PaW
kids but also to educate the owners
through gatherings, events and social media platforms such as FB, Ig &
Wa. a community should be all about
spreading love, sharing experiences,

exchanging opinions, understanding
each other’s points of view as well as
building relationships like a family.
It is our hope, for dog lovers, especially
beagle lovers, to be well-equipped with
the knowledge of the importance of
neutering and good breeding, selfdiscipline of both owners and dogs,
and to refer back to the community's
purpose, which is socialization for both
owners and dogs.

We can show our pets we love them by:
Ë vaccinating our dogs
Ë Sterilizing (spaying or neutering) the dogs to prevent unwanted litters
Ë if breeding is a must, being a responsible breeder
Ë caring and being responsible for our own dogs by training them

26
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WhAt ARe the WAyS you think inDoneSiAnS cAn
ShoW theiR Love FoR theiR PetS AnD/oR AnimALS?

SeRPonG DoG LoveRS
PLeASe teLL uS the oBjective oF youR community.
the purpose of serpong dog Lovers’ community is to unite all dog lovers
in the serpong area in particular, and other areas in general, providing
a place for its members to be able to gather regularly so they can meet
up and bring their dogs to socialize, share knowledge, experiences,
or advice on how to be a good dog owner, or by posting information,
educational articles on the serpong dog Lovers’ Facebook page.

PHOTO: LOREM IPSUM
PHOTO: SERPONG DOG LOVERS / POPOTO

WhAt ARe the DiFFeRent ActivitieS you oRGAnize FoR youR memBeRS?
PLeASe eLABoRAte.
since 2014, the main activity of serpong dog Lovers is to gather and conduct morning walks around the Breeze,
Bsd every sunday morning. this activity will allow the dogs to learn proper socialization with other people and other
dogs, which is very important for the
dog's life. also during the gathering, we
can reinforce the good habit of keeping

the environment clean and free of dog
waste. all dog owners are expected to
clean up after their dogs and not litter
in public places. Hopefully, this good
behavior will spread to the surrounding
community and will increase the number of responsible dog owners. other
than the weekly gathering, serpong
dog Lovers also actively shares educa-

tional articles on our Facebook page regarding animal welfare, environmental
cleanliness, the fact that dog ownership
is a lifetime commitment for the duration of the dog’s life, the importance of
sterilization to help control dog overpopulation and reduce the number of
stray dogs, and encourage its members
to adopt rather than buy.
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FEATURE
WhAt ARe the WAyS you tRy to SPReAD youR
Love FoR DoGS/AnimALS in inDoneSiA?
By providing education to everyone continuously and ceaselessly:
1. do not torture any animal anywhere.
2. Have a strong commitment to care for and love your pet for his
entire lifetime, such as providing quality pet food, veterinary care,
vaccinations, spaying or neutering, and any other expense that may
be associated with your pet.
3. give attention to the welfare of the animals around you in accordance
with the Five Freedoms principle:
a. the animal is free from hunger, thirst and malnutrition, because it
has ready access to drinking water and a suitable diet.
b. the animal is free from physical and thermal discomfort, because
it has access to shelter from the elements and a comfortable
resting area.
c. the animal is free from pain, injury and disease, thanks to suitable
prevention and/or rapid diagnosis and treatment.
d. the animal is able to express most of its normal behavioral
patterns, because it has sufficient space, proper facilities and the
company of other animals of its kind.
e. the animal does not experience fear or distress, because the
conditions needed to prevent mental suffering have been
ensured.

hoW Do you ShoW SuPPoRt FoR otheR Pet
oRGAnizAtionS AnD/oR cAuSeS?
serpong dog Lovers supports and works together with other communities that share the same values:
1. dogs are not food
2. adopt don’t buy
3. sterilization to control pet overpopulation
4. Lifetime commitment and ensure the welfare of your pet in accordance
with the Five Freedoms principle

WhAt ARe youR FutuRe PLAnS oR
GoALS FoR the community?
We hope that all members of Serpong Dog Lovers will
have intimate relationships between them, will be ready
to help each other, and give emotional and personal
support whenever needed. We always remind each other
that the purpose of the SDL community is in line with
always being eager to learn to be a better pet owner and
spreading positive influence among other communities
and society to ensure the welfare of animals.
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WhAt ARe the WAyS you
think inDoneSiAnS cAn
ShoW theiR Love FoR theiR
PetS AnD/oR AnimALS?
Indonesian people can show their love for
pets by:
a. Being a responsible pet owner. Promising to give their pets a happy, safe, healthy
and balanced life as they are committed to
care for and love them through sickness
and health for the duration of their pet’s life
(dogs and cats usually live up to 15 years
or more).
b. remembering to keep your environment clean and free from your pet’s waste
and respecting the neighbors by not making excessive noise or exposing them to
any discomfort associated to our pets.
c. allowing public open spaces, public
parks, malls or hotels to be pet-friendly
places with strict rules that have to be
obeyed for everyone’s convenience.
d. Starting to encourage the use of
service dogs that are specifically trained
to help people who have disabilities, such
as visual impairment, hearing impairment,
mental illnesses, seizure disorders, mobility
impairment and diabetes.
e. Beginning to explore the possibility
that dogs can be used as therapy dogs to
provide affection and comfort to people
in hospitals, retirement homes, nursing
homes, schools, hospices, disaster areas
and to people with autism.

BELANJA DI

LEWAT GO-MART SEKARANG!

BELANJAAN ANDA LANGSUNG SAMPAI
DALAM WAKTU 60 MENIT!

CARA
Menggunakan
go-mart

GO-BUSWAY

1

2

ADD TO CART

ADD TO CART

3

DOWNLOAD
APLIKASI GO-JEK

PILIH TOKO
DAN BARANG

MASUKKAN ALAMAT
DAN DRIVER GO-JEK

DAN PILIH FITUR GO-MART

YANG ANDA INGINKAN

AKAN BERBELANJA DAN
MENGANTAR BARANG ANDA

@GOMARTINDONESIA

A BreeD

apart

Truly

Life span: 15-17 years
Common health
problems:
patellar luxation,
tracheal collapse, heart
problems, eye problems
î also to be noted: many
Chihuahua puppies have a
“soft spot” on top of their
head which is a part of
their skull bone that does
not fuse even in their adult
stage. this might pose
a higher risk of trauma
compared to other breeds.
î
î

Precious
Small yet precocious, the chihuahua
makes a cute pet.

the Chihuahua breed originates from mexico. they are
usually agile, very alert, confident and sassy. They also tend to
be very loyal to one person and are easily provoked to attack.

WhAt you shouLD KnoW?
siZe AnD
Weight (ForM)
Chihuahuas are one of the smallest
dog breeds. They weigh only 2 to 3
kilograms with height of only about
15 to 25 centimetres. Chihuahuas
have 2 types of head shape, namely
apple head and deer head. The apple

head type has a rounder skull top
with eyes set closer together and
shorter ears. The deer head type has
a flatter skull top with eyes widely
set apart and longer but equally
perky ears.

hAir AnD
grooMing
Chihuahuas have two types of coat:
smooth and long. Both types require minimal grooming although

the long coat needs more brushing.
The nails also need to be trimmed
regularly to avoid overgrowth.

These tiny dogs enjoy warm weather and do not tolerate cold temperatures well. They are very small which
means they don’t need a lot of space
but given their curious nature they
30
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tend to bark at things that are unusual to them. This includes strangers or noises around their environment. To deal with this, Chihuahuas
need socialization and training.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

iDeAL
environMent

Come Play With Us!
check out the Kopi Cat Instagram and
Facebook pages and see our cats frolic
and play! Schedule a visit with us soon!
Ruko Victorian Blok C5,
Jl. Bintaro Utama Raya Sektor 3A
For reservations and inquiries please call

021-737 2964 or WA 0858 1377 3844

@kopicat.groovy

@Kopicat.Groovy
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AfTER A hARD DAy’S WoRK,
SEnk LoTTa liKES To uNWiND
WiTh hER TWo DoGS.
By maria Zarah gregorio Viado

PHOTO: LOREM IPSUM

despite the separate living arrangements, Lotta ensures that her two fur
babies – Pablo, a newfoundland (15
months) and Boston, an american
akita (16 months) – are given the best
care possible. “Just to be clear, my dogs
don’t live in cages. they have their own
room, and because they’re very large
and furry, they even have constant airconditioning. I would say they’re quite
spoiled,” she says with a laugh and
further elaborates, “they always have
someone with them, whether it’s the

kennel boy who feeds them and gives
them everything they need, to one of
my friends who they consider as their
daddy. He looks in on them whenever
I go out of town for shoots. Personally,
I also go visit them almost every day
after work. sometimes, after shooting,
even if it’s already 1 am, I go see them
before going home.”
this is no mean feat for someone who
has a busy modelling and entertainment career. However, Lotta is a devoted PaWrent and has always loved
animals, even when she was a little kid
in uzbekistan, “I really like dogs, even
my mom has a dog and my grandmother used to have a dog. When I was
younger, I used to play with street dogs
in my home country because I felt bad
for them as they had no one to play
with. unfortunately, that was the reason why I always used to have ticks as
a child.” as an adult, she is aware of the
responsibilities that come with caring
for furbabies, “When I look at my dogs,
I think they’re so small, but they have
actually grown quite huge. When I play
with Pablo I have to remember to be

careful as he’s already 72 kilos. Regardless of his size, he’s a very gentle boy.”
asked about the personalities of her
babies, Lotta describes her dogs in
turn, “I got Pablo in moscow and he
lives to eat. He eats a lot and will do
anything for food. He’s also very calm
and a bit lazy. When there’s people
around, he’s just chill. Boston, on the
other hand, I got him from Bandung
and he’s curious and gets attached to
people. When he loves you, he loves
you. they’re both very friendly dogs.”
as a PaWrent, Lotta believes in keeping
her pets active, “We like to go for
walks and at least every week, we
go swimming. If we can’t go out, we
stay in Haji nawi where we just play
and run around.” Last year, she even
brought the boys with her and joined
a community event/marathon in Bsd.
a very proud PaWrent, Lotta is not one
to mince words when talking about her
babies. she is very proud of them, and
has even enlisted their participation in
dog shows, particularly Pablo, “He has
won a few prizes, most recently as a
best of breed and best of group winner.

“WHEN I LOOK AT MY DOGS, I THINK THEY’RE
SO SMALL, BUT THEY HAVE ACTUALLY GROWN
QUITE HUGE. WHEN I PLAY WITH PABLO I HAVE
TO REMEMBER TO BE CAREFUL AS HE’S ALREADY
72 KILOS. REGARDLESS OF HIS SIZE, HE’S A VERY
GENTLE BOY.”
34
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I

n this fast-paced modern world,
more and more people are residing in
condominiums or apartments as they
are usually strategically located and
easier to maintain. However, living in a
high-rise may mean not being allowed
certain liberties, such as housing
and caring for dogs. But this has not
deterred senk Lotta from enjoying the
best of both worlds. “since I live in an
apartment, there is not enough space
for my dogs. However, they reside in
my photo shoot studio in Haji nawi,
south Jakarta,” says the radiant model
and tV celebrity from uzbekistan.

“I REALIZE THAT
ANIMALS ARE GREAT
STRESS RELIEVERS.
He has also been to obedient school,
where he was trained for two months.”
apart from spending time with Pablo
and Boston, Lotta also has her hands full
with work as she is currently involved
in the comedy sitcom “sambalado” on
mnCtV and does regular tV guestings
in other networks. With her many
professional commitments, it seems
that Lotta already feels at home in
Indonesia, after living in the country
for 11 years. now she is trying out her
luck as a budding entrepreneur and
successfully set up her own photo
shoot studio, where her two adorable
dogs live. Her future plans include
thinking about the prospect of putting
up her own clothing line.
But work things aside, Lotta is a softie
at heart. she has nothing but love and
affection for her two gentle giants, “I realize that animals are great stress relievers. I just touch or hug my boys when
I feel bad or down or emotionally destroyed, and afterwards, I feel happy and
truly thankful that they are in my life.”
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MY GROOVY PET & I
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VET’S CORNER

POISON
alert!

o

ne character of cats is curiosity.
they like to roam around,
sniff with their noses and
discover things around the home.
sometimes their curiosity could lead
them to dangerous, or worse, deadly
conditions.

PRoTEcT youR cAT fRoM BEiNG PoiSoNED.
READ oN To fiND ouT WhAT iTEMS To
KEEP uNDER locK AND KEy.
By agnya sinung suminar, dVm
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Human medication
Paracetamol is one of the common
anti-fever medications that we keep
in the house. It is effective in lowering
or alleviating fever in a short period
of time. this medicine, although it is
safe for humans, is very toxic for cats,
even in small doses. as little as 10 mg/
kg or only 1/10 tablet can already be
very toxic for cats. there might come a
time when you feel your cat has a fever
and in your panic you try to treat her
using the most accessible medication
that you have in your house, but you
might actually be endangering your
furry friend even more. Cats with
paracetamol toxicity will look lethargic,
have fast breathing, have brown or
blue tongues and gums, and may
experience vomiting. they usually
have a low survival rate, so it’s better
to prevent accidental exposure to
paracetamol than treating them.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

Below are the top toxic items around
the house that you should keep away
from your cats.

other human medications that can
be toxic for cats are cough, cold or
allergy medicine. these contain
acetaminophen (a painkiller) and
pseudoephedrine or phenylephrine
decongestants). Acetaminophen is
especially toxic to cats as ingestion
could lead to red blood cell damage
and liver failure.
anti-depressants, pain relievers, diet
pills, vitamins and supplements may
also contain one or two ingredients
that can’t be metabolized by cats.
Chocolate
most of us know that chocolate is toxic
for dogs, but only a few are aware that
actually, cats can also get chocolate
toxicity. Chocolate contains theobromine and caffeine which can induce

vomiting,
diarrhea,
uncontrolled
movements, heart problems, seizures
and potentially death. Chocolate is
actually far more toxic for cats than
for dogs, as low doses of theobromine and caffeine in cats can already
make them manifest the clinical signs.
though chocolate is more dangerous
for cats, chocolate toxicity in cats is
less common than in dogs because
of their habit of picking at their food.
Keep any food that contains chocolate
or caffeine in a closed and locked container, preferably in a place far away
from your cats.
anti-tick and flea medications
Anti-tick and flea medications for dogs
that contain pyrethrins or pyrethroids,
are highly toxic for cats. Pyrethrins or
pyrethroids are also commonly used as

topical and environmental insecticides
and come in a variety of formulations.
Cats who are exposed to these ingredients will have symptoms of drooling,
abnormal temperature, hard breathing, vomiting, tremors or even seizures
that could lead to death. Be sure to
read the label carefully before buying
anti-tick and flea medications or insecticides as this can save your cat’s life.
As an option, choose anti-tick and flea
medications or insecticides that contain safer ingredients for your cats.
Household Cleaning Products
some household cleaning products,
disinfectants or medicated shampoos
have phenol, phenolic compounds
and pine oil in their ingredients. this
material could lead to toxicity through
contact, inhalation or ingestion routes.
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into the bloodstream, and end up
fermenting because of bacteria. this
may lead to a wide variety of stomach
problems that often manifests about
8 to 12 hours after drinking the milk.

Cats are very sensitive to these chemicals because of their limitations in
eliminating them and toxicosis is at a
lower dose than dogs. Clinical symptoms vary depending on which chemicals the cat ingested or was exposed
to. Keep cleaning products in closed,
inaccessible areas and make sure
that the goods that you have cleaned
are already dry and odorless from the
cleanser before placing them back into
the house.
Essential oils
essential oils are now popular as aromatherapy and alternative herbal
medicine. they are also used in food
and drink flavoring, perfume, cleaning
products, personal care products or air
fresheners and fragrances. essential
oils and liquid potpourri are concentrated oils of plants that usually contain chemicals. these chemicals are
easy to absorb orally or through the
skin. unfortunately, cats don’t have enzymes to metabolize these chemicals
which make them harmful for cats. If
exposed, cats can experience drooling,
difficulty in breathing, uncoordinated
walking or vomiting. to avoid toxicity,
don’t let your cats enter a room 2-3
hours after you blow the aromatherapy
pot or candle off.
Garlic and onion
garlic and onions can be especially
tasty for humans but that is not the
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case for our feline friends. garlic and
onion are species of the allium family
and are considered extremely toxic
for cats (and even for dogs). Cats are
unable to digest these types of plants
and the ingestion of even a small
amount can lead to severe poisoning,
and if not treated in time, death.
House plants
Cats like to play with plants and sometimes eat them also. Carefully choose
your plants at home especially when
you have cats. Lilies, chrysanthemums,
rhododendrons, aloe, tulips, mushrooms and lots of other plants could
put your cat in a toxic condition after
she eats or smells them. non-toxic
varieties of lilies such as Calla, Peace
and Peruvian can cause irritation of the
upper gastrointestinal tract. However,
toxic types – the tiger, asiatic, stargazer, Casablanca, Rubrum, day, Japanese show and easter lily – can cause
kidney failure.
dairy milk
many people may be surprised to know
that actually, dairy milk can be bad for
cats. most cats are lactose intolerant,
this means they don’t have the
enzymes required to digest the lactose
in milk. If they drink milk, they may end
up with painful stomach cramps and
diarrhea. this is due to the undigested
lactose which is retained in their
intestines, rather than being absorbed

rat poison
Rat poisons can contain warfarin, bromethalin or other ingredients. these
are toxic for cats. Warfarin can cause
uncontrolled bleeding until death,
while bromethalin poisoning can lead
to vomiting, seizure and death. always
keep rat poison out of your cat’s reach.
If you suspect your cats have eaten
these toxic food, medicine or materials, call your veterinarian immediately.
Your vet may help you through the
steps to induce immediate vomiting in your cat to empty its stomach
and prevent toxins from entering its
bloodstream. time is very important in
toxicity cases, your cat may not show
immediate signs but toxins spread rapidly. getting proper treatment as soon
as possible may be the only way to save
your cat’s life.

✃

GROOVY PET STORE GIFT VOUCHER
ENJOY A SPECIAL

GROOVY PET STORE GIFT VOUCHER
Treat your puppy to this great package,
which includes:
 Holistic select 6lbs
 Wellness turkey & sweet potato
canned 12.5oz
 Pet own milk 1litter
 1pc Greenies

%
10disc.

Total retail value of
Rp 625.000,

on Wellness canned 12.5oz
products - all flavors

pay only Rp 550.000

Valid until Oct 31.2017
(or while supplies last at
Groovy Pet Store Kemang,
Radio Dalam and Bintaro)

Valid until Oct 31.2017
(or while supplies last at
Groovy Pet Store Kemang,
Radio Dalam and Bintaro)

GIFT VOUCHER
 on blow dry
and grooming
after swimming
 Valid for
only one dog
at Paw resort

✃

✃

Gift Voucher

Gift Voucher

Free entrance fee for 1 hour applicable for 1 person
from Tuesday to Sunday.
Valid until 31st December 2017

Free entrance fee for 1 hour applicable for 1 person
from Tuesday to Sunday.
Valid until 31st December 2017

Gratis entrance fee selama 1 jam untuk 1 orang
dari hari Selasa s/d hari Minggu.
Berlaku hingga tgl 31 Desember 2017

Gratis entrance fee selama 1 jam untuk 1 orang
dari hari Selasa s/d hari Minggu.
Berlaku hingga tgl 31 Desember 2017

For reservations and inquiries please call

For reservations and inquiries please call

021-737 2964 or WA 0858 1377 3844

021-737 2964 or WA 0858 1377 3844

@kopicat.groovy

@Kopicat.Groovy
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HELP!

MY DOG IS ALLERGIC!
By Bernadete miraclelita W, dVm
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Y

es, small things do matter! Certain substances or stuff around
us may seem harmless, but can
unexpectedly be dangerous for our
sensitive four-legged buddies, even
though most other dogs can tolerate them well. allergies are one of
the most common problems of dogs
at any age; these often go unnoticed
by PaWrents until the dog shows an
extreme reaction towards it. any substance that causes allergies is called
an allergen. allergens can enter the
dog’s body through inhalation, ingestion, injection or body surface contact

– mostly skin. as the dog’s immune
barrier reacts to these substances, a
variety of symptoms may appear – we
call this an allergic reaction. Beware of
the signs before they suffer more!
What can cause allergies and what are
the signs?
FOOD

Chicken and rice are the top two food
allergens, although there are dozens
more such as carrots, wheat, lamb, beef,
corn, cheese, etcetera. dogs do not
have the ability to recognize allergens;

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.

youR DoG MAy BE
SuffERiNG fRoM AN
AllERGy, ARE you
AWARE of ThE SiGNS?

poo or change to a new one before
your dog becomes permanently bald.
PLANTS

several species of tree, grass, and weed
pollens can cause allergy by irritating
the wall of the respiratory or digestive
tract, resulting in excessive secretion
of mucus discharge. We can easily notice when our dogs experience runny
nose, watery eyes, snoring, repeated
coughing or sneezing after exposure.
outdoor dogs with high curiosity are
commonly affected.
MEDICINE

Just like people, dogs can also be allergic to antibiotics, or other chemical
substances in different types of medicine. this usually happens in hours
right after the medicine is ingested or
injected. Vomiting, diarrhea, swelling
at the injection site, moon face, and
even respiratory distress can happen
in this case. Contact our groovy vets
for medicine substitution or first aid
help immediately when it comes to
your dogs.
DUST

they most probably will keep eating the
food even after the symptoms show up.
treats may also contain allergens. once
the allergen is ingested, vomiting, diarrhea, itchiness on skin can appear in a
short time. one thing to be noted is that
allergies are not the same with toxicity.
grapes, chocolate, garlic, are examples
of toxic food, not allergens.
SHAMPOO

Reddish skin or hair fall happens after a
bath with a new shampoo? You should
double check the shampoo ingredients and switch back to the old sham-

Living inside a house increases the
possibility of dust allergy in your dogs.
Basically, everything inside the house
will gather dust, and we PaWrents have
to clean it regularly to prevent dust
from being inhaled in large amounts.
normal dogs will react by sneezing occasionally but allergic dogs will sneeze
unstoppably followed with runny nose
or/and reddish watery eyes.
INSECTS

not just the insect itself, insect bites,
including flea bites also deliver the allergen compound into the dog’s body
and may cause itchiness, swelling and
other skin problems. Fleas can be prevented by giving routine spot-on treatments to your dogs.

CIGARETTE SMOKE

dear PaWrents, your pets should never
be exposed to smoke – including cigarettes, as it can lead to bronchitis and
chronic inflammation of the airways.
the mucus produced will slowly block
the tract, resulting in breathing difficulty and oxygen deficiency in the
bloodstream. Remember, second-hand
smoke can pose a higher risk to nonsmokers than to the smokers themselves. Choose to quit the bad habit for
your own health as well as your pets’!
some other less common allergens are
perfume, fabrics, rubber or plastic materials, feathers, and even vaccines.
Are there any specific breeds that
are more likely to have allergies?
Yes. terriers, setters, Retrievers, and
flat-faced breeds such as Pugs, Bulldogs
and Boston terriers are more sensitive
to allergens.
what should i do when i think my
dog has allergies?
try to determine the source of allergies.
Food allergies can be treated with elimination or changing your dog’s food, as
well as opting for a hypoallergenic diet.
In some cases, dogs with food allergies
need special home-cooked meals. skin
allergies are the most confusing since
any allergen that comes in contact with
the skin or is ingested, quickly manifests itself on the skin. When the itch
comes, dogs will most likely lick and
bite the affected area, or worse, rub it
on rough surfaces. Wounds, abscesses
and secondary bacterial or yeast infections might follow if the itch goes
untreated. The only certified way to
diagnose allergies is by doing a blood
check, where you will receive a list of
numerous allergens that are positively
dangerous, or safe, to your dog. Kindly
discuss it with our Groovy vets to find
out more information.
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Sharon
Rounding
and her
brood

PAWTROTTERS

Where did you live in

inDonesiA?

We lived in kemang, South Jakarta.

When did you

LeAve JAKArtA

and Where did you

Move to?

DESTINATION:

usa

We moved to South Jakarta from london, uK
with five pups and one cat on June 6, 2014. We
were there two and a half years and left on
December 16, 2016. When we left, however,
we had added to our family of four-legged kids by
adding four cats. All four cats were born in Jakarta.
We moved to a farming community called
alvin, Texas. It is South of Houston. Now
they are all able to roam on 19 acres.

What

AirLine

did your pet use?
All of our four-legged kids
traveled on kLm.
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What is

your Pet's
FAvorite
ACtivity?

in your neW home?
All of our four-legged kids enjoy

exploring their vast new home.
All of them are pretty easy-going (they
need to be for the big trip they had).
Kitties were a bit wary at first but now
they love to prowl their new area.

What

ACtivity

did your pet enjoy

in JAKArtA?
In Jakarta, everyone enjoyed

spending time in the
backyard and the pups enjoyed
going for their walks around our
compound. They also enjoyed their

stays at Groovy kennel.
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VET IN FOCUS

top row left to right:
okky Rahmat W, Indychristy,
agnya sinung suminar,
Lia Wahyu e.,
Francisca Juwita,
deasy anellis Juwana

Deasy
Anellis

Bottom row left to right:
mancious Yadan,
Jeanne novi t.,
Bernadete miraclelita W.,
Yosefin Lingga,
muhammad Jami Ramadhan

Juwana

What made you

Number
decide to go into
of Years the veterinary field?
iN GroovY I THOUGHT OF BECOMING
VETERINARIAN WHEN I
vetcare: AWAS
IN THE SIXTH GRADE

9

Years

DO YOU HAVE A PET?

YES I DO.
I HAVE A LITTLE,
LONG-HAIRED

CHIHUAHUA
NAMED CAPI.

OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
MY REASONS WERE VERY
SIMPLE, JUST TO BE
ABLE TO TAKE CARE AND
TREAT/CURE MY OWN
PETS. IT BEGAN WITH
JUST MY OWN NEED,
I NEVER IMAGINED OR
THOUGHT OF
TREATING
OTHER
ANIMALS OR
PETS AT
THAT TIME.

]PAWRENTS? ]
WHAT IS ONE ADVICE
You Give to

BEFORE DECIDING TO
HAVE A PET, THEY SHOULD
MAKE THE COMMITMENT
TO TAKE CARE OF THEIR
PET UNTIL THEY ARE
OLD (OR PASS AWAY). IF
THEY CANNOT MAKE ANY
COMMITMENTS, THEY
SHOULD NOT DECIDE ON
HAVING A PET. THERE ARE
OTHER WAYS TO HELP
OR CARE FOR ANIMALS
SUCH AS DONATING TO
A SHELTER OR ADVOCATING
ADOPTION RATHER THAN
BUYING PETS.

✔HAVE U ALWAYS LOVED ANIMALS?
r
Since I was born, I was always surrounded by pets. My father also likes animals, maybe that’s why
we always had pets at home.
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WELCOME TO

GROOVY
PAW RESORT!

SWIMMING POOL

GROOVY HOUSE

PLAY GROUND

6 by 15 meters, depth 120
cm, swimming pool designed
for dogs and owners.
¡ Regularly maintained and
cleaned, safe for dogs and
people.

¡ Canteen

¡ Suitable

¡

and café, dog-friendly
for customers of Paw Resort.
¡ Suitable for meetings and
trainings for small groups
(30 person).

for dog training and
fun gatherings, with green
futsal grass, with shading net.

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
Each Dog must:

Group bookings are Welcome:
For at least 10 dogs.
If prefer to block the entire resort,
minimum charge for 20 dogs.
For special events, please inform at least
30 days prior to the date of event.
¡ Birthday of Community or Dog's Birthday
party.
¡ Outdoor or Indoor party.
¡ Brand or Product launching
¡ Small class seminar/course or training
etc.

Show Valid Vaccination records (bring copy of
the records).
Be Free of fleas or ticks, health conditions, (no
coughing) or any skin diseases.
Be On a leash while other dogs are around.
Dog Owner must:
Watch his/her dog while in Paw Resort.
Pick up the waste of his/her own dog, keep the
area clean.
Park his/her car accordingly.
Not bring own food (no outside food).
GROOVY PAW RESORT

OPEN:

Jln. Platina 1 no. 26
Gunung Sindur, Bogor
Phone : (+62251) 8614466, 8614477
Email : pawresort@groovy.co.id

Tuesday to Friday
Saturday and Sunday
Monday & Public Holiday

:
:
:

9am - 4pm
8am - 4pm
Closed

Sudahkah
anjing kucing kamu
di steril?
OUR
SK Y

A

VET

keuntungan steril bagi
kesehatan anjing
kucingmu!

Keunikan Nutrisi Royal Canin
dirancang untuk memenuhi
kebutuhan Anjing & Kucing
yang sudah di steril.

